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Inflation above 6% compel a tight monetary policy 
 

Globally, real GDP growth for the 2nd quarter of 2016 reached 2,8% compared to a surprising 3,3% in South Africa.  
However, it is expected that growth in the 3rd quarter will decline to 0,5% (South Africa) but to increase globally to 
3,7%. In the USA, GDP-growth is expected to increase above 2% for the rest of 2016. This will support the Federal 
Reserve’s pending decision to hike interest rates by 25 basis points. In South Africa GDP growth declined from 1,3% in 
2015 to an estimated 0,4% in 2016. Growth is expected to increase again in 2017 to reach 1,1%. Consumers paid more 
as inflation increased from 4,6% in 2015 to an estimated 6,4% in 2016. However, it is expected that inflation may 
decline to 5,5% in 2017. The Reserve Bank’s mandate is to keep inflation below 6% and to protect the value of the 
Rand. Thus, we may expect the Reserve Bank to tighten monetary policy in the following six months by increasing the 
repo rate, sooner or later, by another 25 basis points.        

 

 

Contact us at Absa Agri-business: 
Karabo.Takadi@absa.co.za 
Wessel.Lemmer@absa.co.za 

https://www.absa.co.za/business/sector-solutions/agribusiness/trends-and-reports/ 
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Beef market trends  

 

International 
New Zealand steers were 10.37% higher over the 

past week at 5.32NZ$/kg and cows were 13.89% 

higher at 3.69NZ$/kg respectively compared to a 

week ago. In the US, beef prices for the week were 

mixed as follows: Top side was 2.28% higher at 

$205,47cwt, Rump was 0.22% lower at $273,21/cwt 

and Strip loin was 5.04% lower at $399.54/cwt, 

Chuck traded 0.20% higher at $209,07/cwt, Brisket 

traded 0.64% higher at $204,68/cwt. The carcass 

equivalent price was 1.37% lower at $245.83/cwt. 

Bullish factors 
 China announced the resumption of US beef imports into their market following a ban of 13 years. 

 The ongoing shortage of supply from Australia combined with low slaughter from New Zealand will continue 

to influence market prices. 

 

Bearish factors 
 The US market continues to be under pressure from increasing domestic product  

 The first shipments of Brazilian beef have arrived in the US last week. Speculation around whether or not 

Brazil will export beef outside of its tariff quota rate is weighing on the US beef market at present. 

 The month of October is known as the October Pork Month in the US, which may help strengthen pork 

demand and shift focus away from beef at the supermarkets and restaurants. 

 

Domestic 
Beef prices were mixed over the past week. Prices are expected to gain support from better demand that comes 

with the warmer conditions. The forecasted Absa beef prices are as follows: Class A prices are 0.92% higher at 

R38.24/kg, Class C prices are 0.28% higher at R32.45/kg. The average weaner prices were 0.76% lower at 

R20.33/kg. The average hide prices over the past week was at R15,07kg green, which is 1.07% lower week on 

week. These declines in hide prices are in line with the strength of the South African rand over the past week. NB* 

Hide prices are determined by the average of RMAA and independent companies.  

Bullish factors 
 Data by RMAA shows that more cattle were slaughtered week on week, which supports prices. 

 During the month of August 2016, 0.42% fewer cattle were slaughtered compared to July 2016. Fewer 

volumes slaughtered are supportive to market prices. 

 

Bearish factors 
 Abundant poultry and pork supplies can weigh down on the beef market. 

 

Outlook 
Internationally, the US market continues to ease on the back of increasing domestic product. Locally, prices are 

expected to follow an upward trend due to expected improvement in demand as the weather favours outdoor 

grilling 

 

  



 

Mutton market trends 

 

International 
The New Zealand lamb prices recorded significant 

gains this week compared to last week and mutton 

prices were higher. Lamb prices closed 9.84% higher 

this week at NZ$87.1/head for 15kg lamb. Lamb 

prices were 9.83% higher at NZ$121.8/head for 21kg 

lamb. Ewe prices closed 13.67 higher at 

NZ$58.2/head for a 21kg ewe. The import parity price 

for lamb was 9.57% higher at R64.72/kg while the 

import parity price for mutton was 11.05% higher at 

R35.87/kg.  

Bullish factors 
 Christmas trade markets may impact positively on demand. 

  

Bearish factors 
 Value of New Zealand lamb exports for August has declined by around 40% year-on-year. This is as a result 

of subdued demand from the UK and the impact of the currency.  

 Australian lamb prices averaged slightly lower at auctions this week, although prices were positive in centers 

with fewer numbers due to continuing wet weather conditions. Increased supplies of new season lambs 

contributed to further price falls at auctions this week. 

 

Domestic  
The latest prices released by the Red Meat Abattoir Association show that the mutton market eased only slightly, 

but remained steady over the past week. Prices are expected to remain steady as follows: Class A 1.04% higher at 

R61.95/kg and Class C 0.29% higher at R48.28/kg. The average price for feeder lambs traded 0.67% higher at 

R30.53/kg. The average price for dorper skin was 5.22% lower at R30.33/skin and merinos were 2.05% higher at 

R76.15/skin.  

Bullish factors 
 Steady demand for the lamb and mutton market can be expected as weather conditions become warm 

following the winter period. 

 The arrival of the summer rainfall may trigger less available supplies for slaughter, which can support prices. 

Good rains will positively impact on the revival of pastures and the rebuilding phase of the sheep flock. 

 

Bearish factors 
 Higher volumes month on month were slaughtered during the month of August, with the national slaughter 

numbers increasing by 2.6% in August 2016 from July 2016. 

 Sheep slaughter numbers increased week on week by 24%, adding pressure to prices. 

 Cheaper alternative proteins are readily available, which add a bearish tone to prices. 

 

Outlook 
Internationally, tight New Zealand and Australian lamb and mutton supplies continue to provide support for 

prices.  Local prices are to be supported in line with seasonal trends. 

  



 

Pork market trends 

 

International 
The average weekly US pork prices were lower over 

the past week. Carcass prices were 4.2% lower at 

US$75.24/cwt, Loin prices were 4.2% lower at 

US$83.41/cwt, Rib prices were 2.5% lower at 

US$111,58/cwt and ham was 14.8% lower at 

US$52.85/cwt.  

Bullish factors 
 October national pork month in the US is 

expected to give a boost to pork demand  

 

Bearish factors 
 Continued seasonal build of supplies is putting 

pressure on prices. 

 Weekly slaughtering continues to be near record. 

 USDA's September survey of the US swine herd revealed 2.6% increases in the market hog inventory while 

the breeding herd increased by 0.5% compared to the 1
st
 of September 2015. 

 The USDA all hogs and pigs report showed the nation's hog inventory on the 1
st
 of September 2016 was 

70.851 million head, which is an increase of 2.4% compared to a year ago and increase of 3.6% from the 1
st
 

of June, 2016.  

 

Domestic 
Domestic prices recorded increases over the past week on the back of lower volumes slaughtered. Prices are 

expected to continue with the upward trend in the short term due to improvement in demand. The Absa forecast 

prices were as follows: Porker prices are 1.06% higher at R25.29/kg while Baconer prices are 0.66% higher at 

R23.81/kg. 

Bullish factors 
 Prices are expected to pick up in the months to come as warmer temperatures encourage demand and in 

line with seasonal trends. 

 Lower volumes were slaughtered in the market week on week as per the RMAA numbers. Lower volumes 

are supportive to prices. 8.2% less pigs were slaughtered week on week 

 

Bearish factors 
 The latest national numbers show that higher volumes were slaughtered in the pig market month of month, 

with 2.21% more pigs slaughtered during August to reach a total of 223406 pigs. Higher volumes in the 

market add pressure to prices. 

 Import parity prices were under pressure due to the strength of the South African currency. 

 

Outlook 
Internationally, plentiful pork supplies continue to weigh down on the US pork market prices. Locally, prices can be 

supported in line with seasonality and improved demand. 

  



Poultry market trends 

 

International  
Poultry prices in the US were mostly lower over the 

past week compared to the previous week. Whole bird 

prices were 5.51% lower at 72.04USc/lb. Breasts 

traded 5.26% lower at 117,00USc/lb, whilst Leg 

Quarters traded 3.08% higher at 33,50USc/lb.  

Bullish factors 
 Chicken inventories at the end of August were 

773.7 million pounds, a decline of 6.1% from the 

previous month. The lower chicken stocks are a 

positive indicator for meat demand especially 

given the big increases in production across all 

species. 

 

Bearish factors 
 The cold storage inventories of beef, pork, chicken and turkey at the end of August were 2.389 billion 

pounds, which is 0.3% higher than a year ago and 8.8% higher than the five-year average. 

 Larger US poultry supplies continue to add a bearish tone to the international market 

 

Domestic 
The average poultry prices over the past week were mostly higher. The average prices for frozen birds were 5.06% 

higher at R22.43/kg during the week. Whole fresh medium bird prices were 2.19% higher at R22.08/kg while IQF1 

prices were 0.03% higher at R18.65/kg. Another outbreak of low pathogenic avian influenza which has affected 

2799 birds has been reported in a commercial ostrich farm in the Western Cape. Isolations, movement controls and 

screening measures have been put in place. 

Bullish factors  
 Poultry prices are expected to pick up momentum as demand is expected to improve. 

 

Bearish factors  

 Increased poultry imports have added pressure to the market. This has not only added pressure to poultry 

markets alone, but to other meats as well. 

 

Outlook 
Internationally, the larger US poultry supplies continue to add a bearish tone to the international market. Locally, 

prices are expected to be supported by improvement in demand in line with seasonal trends. 

  

                                                           
1
 IQF-Individually Quick Frozen Chicken 



 

 

 

 

  

Livestock Prices  

(R/kg) week 

ending 30 

September 2016 

 

Beef 

 

 

Mutton 

 

 

Pork 

 

 

Poultry 

 

 % 

Curre

nt 

Week 

Prior 

Week 
% 

Current 

Week 

Prior 

Week % 
Current 

Week 

Prior 

Week % 
Current 

Week 

Prior 

Week 

Class A / Porker 

/ Fresh birds 
0.92 38.24 37.89 1.04 61.95 61.31 1.06 25.29 25.03 2.19 22.08 21.61 

Class C/ 

Baconer / 

Frozen  birds 

0.28 32.45 32.36 0.29 48.28 48.14 0.66 23.81 23.65 5.06 23.43 21.35 

Contract / 

Baconer/ IQF 
1.08 38.31 37.90 1.07   62.07 61.41 0.86 24.55 24.34 0.03 18.65 18.64 

Import parity 

price 

 

14.8 64.3 56.0 11.0 35.87 32.30 -11.6 25.42 28.77 1.28 18.4 18.2 

Weaner Calves/ 

Feeder Lambs/ 

-0.76 20.33 20.49 0.67 30.53 30.33  - -    

Specific 

Imports: Beef 

trimmings 

80vl/b/Mutton 

Shoulders/Loin 

b/in /chicken 

leg1/4 

0 58.00 58.00 0 57.00 57.00 0.44 46.00 45.80 -2.52 19.35 19.85 



Maize market trends 
 

International  
 

The CBOT corn price closed Monday 3 October at $3.45/bu compared to a week earlier at $3.28/bu in the USA.  

Compared to a year ago the Dec 2016 expiry trade at $4.05/bu.  Corn prices increased significantly higher week on 

week. 

 

Bullish factors 
 Potential frost conditions is not factored in FC Stone’s 175,2 bushels per acre estimated yield.   

 During the past week corn exports increased due to the strong US$, providing underlying support.  Corn 

shipments to date exceed the seasonal shipments pace to hit the USDA’s target by 26 million bushels.  

Shipments are up from 12 million the previous week.   

 

Bearish factors 
 The massive supplies in wheat are putting corn prices under pressure.  

 The growing conditions for corn in the USA are the sixth best for the past 30 years.  The USA corn crop 

rated 73% Good to Excellent versus 74% the previous week and 68% the previous year.  According to the 

October 2016 FC Stone survey a crop yield of 175,2 bushels per acre is expected. 

 As the harvesting progress increase, producers report higher yields adding to price pressure.  The USA 

already harvested 24% of their corn crop while 86% of the USA crop is already mature which is above the 

5-year average of 79% for the week. 

 

Domestic 
When compared to the previous week, the average South African yellow maize price closed the week 3.84% lower 

at R3001/t. When compared to the previous week, the average South African white maize price closed the week 

5.83% lower at R3615/t. 

 

Bullish factors 
 Rain makes grain - forecasts looks promising but it must still realize. 

 Cash flow pressure after the drought and water restrictions in irrigation areas may complicate production 

decisions for producers  

 Weakening exchange rate by year end R15.20  

 

Bearish factors 
 Increase in crude oil prices and weak Rand result in higher transport costs  

 Possibility of cheaper white maize imports from the USA weigh on white maize premium  

 Strong consumer resistance against high white maize prices. 

 Producer deliveries of maize increase as prices decline and JSE contracts expire. 

 

Outlook  
USA corn prices increased to reach $3.46 this week as the rate of exports increased. Locally, we expect the white 

maize premium to decline further on speculation of cheaper white maize imports as the USA is harvesting and 

increased producer deliveries. 

  



 

 
 

  

Yellow Maize Futures: 

30 September 2016 
Oct-16 Dec-16 Mar-17 May-17 July-17 

CBOT ($/t)  148   148   151   154   156.48  

SAFEX (R/t)  3016.00 3066.00 3041.00 2655.00 2626.00 

SAFEX (R/t)  
Change week on week 

(w/w)  

-54.00 -51.00 -50.00 5.00 15.00 

Dec-16 Mar-17 May-17 

Ask Put Call Ask Put Call Ask Put Call 

3,100 137 103 3,080 182 143 2,700 196 151 

3,060 116 122 3,040 160 161 2,660 174 169 

3,020 96 142 3,000 140 181 2,620 153 188 

White-Maize 

Futures  

30 September 2016 

Oct-16 Dec-16 Mar-17 May-17 July-17 

SAFEX (R/t) 3563.00 3593.00 3542.00 3009.00 2819.00 

SAFEX (R/t)  
Change w/w  

-284.00 -284.00 -136.00 57.00 7.00 

Dec-16 Mar-17 May-17 

Ask Put Call Ask Put Call Ask Put Call 

3,640 217 170 3,580 323 285 3,040 305 274 

3,600 196 189 3,540 301 303 3,000 283 292 

3,560 175 208 3,500 280 322 2,960 262 311 



 

Wheat market trends 
 

International 
Old season wheat prices for the Dec 2017 expiry 

declined to reach US3.95/bu on the 4th of October.  

Prices declined from $4.04/bu a week ago. US Hard 

Red Winter new crop prices declined week on week 

from $4.19/bu to $4.04/bu a week ago. 

 

Bullish factors  
 The marketing years wheat shipments to date 

exceed the seasonal pace to hit the USDA’s 

target by 5 million bushels versus 4 million the 

previous week. 

 

Bearish factors  
 The USDA’s quarterly stocks report indicated a wheat stock number of 2.527 billion bushels.  This number 

surprised the market which expected a stock number of 2.397 billion bushels.  USA wheat stocks increased 

from 2.097 billion bushels a year ago. 

 

Domestic  
The week on week average SAFEX wheat price traded 1.4% lower at R4181/ton compared to R4122/ton last week. 

 

Bullish factors 
 Industry stakeholders (producers) submitted their proposals to ITAC on Friday and expect a favorable 

adjustment this week to the wheat tariff that support wheat prices and increase self-sufficiency and 

production of wheat. 

 Good quality wheat are globally in demand  

 

Bearish factors 
 Industry stakeholders submitted their proposal to ITAC on Friday and expect a favorable adjustment to the 

wheat tariff to improve food surety through cheaper imports 

 Production conditions in the winter rainfall regions are near optimal for a sizable harvest. 

 

Outlook 
Global wheat prices traded sharply lower due to high USA wheat stocks. We expect that wheat prices will be 

impacted minimally in the short term by the tariff adjustment by ITAC.    

  



 

Wheat Futures      

 

30 September 2016 
Oct-16 Dec-16 Mar-17 May-17 July-17 

CME ($/t) 192 192 171 176 179.39  

SAFEX (R/t) 4202.00 4156.00 4246.00 4257.00 N/A 

SAFEX (R/t) 
Change w/w 

6.00 -42.00 -33.00 -64.00 N/A 

Dec-16 Mar-17 May-17 

Ask Put Call Ask Put Call 
Ask Put Call 

4,200 178 134 4,280 274 240 4,300 329 286 

4,160 156 152 4,240 253 259 4,260 307 304 

4,120 136 172 4,200 232 278 4,220 286 323 

 

  



 

Oilseed market trends 

 

International  
 

Oilseed prices 
Palmkernel oil prices from Malaysia quoted cif 

Rotterdam declined by 9,2% to USA$1330/ton. Thus, 

sunflowerseed oil prices (fob EU) traded 2% lower at 

USA$813/ton. Sunflowerseed prices (fob Black Sea) 

traded sideways at USA$385/ton.  Soybean oil prices 

(fob Argentina) declined by 0,5% to USA$769 for 

delivery in Sep/Oct.  Underlying support for Brazil 

soybean prices (cif Rotterdam) falls away to decline 

week on week for 29 September by 1,5% to 

USA$404/ton. Consequently, EU rapeseed (cif 

Hamburg) traded also lower by 0,7% at USA$425/ton. 

CBOT soybean prices for November closed higher at 

$9.70/bu on 4 October compared to US$9.53/bu a 

week ago. 

 
Bullish factors 
 The production of sunflowerseed will be less than expected in the Balkan countries.  Consequently, the EU 

crop will be 8,2 million ton smaller. 

 Brazilian exports of soybeans declined during September to a 15 year low.  US soybean exports increased 

year on year by 5,5 million ton. 

 
Bearish factors 
 The crushing of soybeans in Argentina declined by 1,8 million tons in the last three months until August.  The 

ending stock of soybeans in Argentina increased to 30 million tons at the end of August.   

 The rate of soybean harvesting starts to increase in the USA after some of the production regions experienced 

excessive rainfall and flooding. 

 

Domestic  
When compared to the previous week, the average South African sunflower price closed the week 1.48% lower at 

R6169/t and the soybean price closed the week 2.76% lower at R6139/t.  

 

Bullish factors 
 The Rand may weaken to R15.20 by the end of 2016. 

 South Africa is a net importer of cooking oil and the current demand for cooking oil is strong. 

 Crushing plants switching from sunflowerseed to crushing soybeans may increase the demand for soybean.  

The shortage of local stock provides underlying price support leading to imports of 226 276 tons since March 

until August. 

 The final crop estimate for old season soybeans declined by 1,16% to 741 550 ton. 

 The final crop estimate for old season groundnuts in South Africa dropped by 29% to a record low of 18 850 

ton. 

 The global trade in groundnuts increased by 16% in 2015/16.  China turned into a net importer. 

 
Bearish factors 
 Due to a more positive economic outlook it is expected that the future weakening of the Rand will continue at to 

reach R15.20 by year end. 



 Due to annual maintenance work on crushing plants the demand and imports of sunflowerseed will decline 

during the December holidays.  Crushing plants switching from sunflowerseed to crushing soybeans may curb 

the demand for sunfowerseed. 

 Soybean prices lack underlying support because soybean crushing margins are under pressure. 

 The final old season crop estimate for sunflowerseed increased by 1,65% to 755 000 ton.  

 

Outlook 
Globally, the trade focus on the pace of soybean harvesting in the USA, yield, rate of  US soybean exports and the 

weather in South America. Vegetable oil prices may rebound while oilmeal prices are seems to be overvalued.  

Harvesting of sunflowerseed is well underway in the Black Sea region while low global stock levels for vegetable oil 

support sunflowerseed prices to remain high. Domestically, the shortage of soybeans, sunflower seed and canola 

will continue and this will benefit prices to remain high and enjoy underlying support due to the weakening Rand.  

The possibility of imports and sunflowerseed plants shutting down for maintenance during December may add 

price pressure. If weather permits, the prospects for groundnut production are excellent. 

 

 

Oilseeds Futures 

30 September 2016 
Oct-16 Dec-16 Mar-17 May-17 July-17 

CBOT Soybeans (US $/t)  351   352   355   357   359  

CBOT Soy oil (US c/lb)  33.2   33.4   33.9   34.1   34.22  

CBOT Soy cake meal (US $/t)  298   300   302   304  305.60 

SAFEX Soybean seed (R/t) 6120.00 6200.00 6085.00 5945.00 N/A 

SAFEX Soybean seed (R/t) change w/w -100.00 -20.00 -45.00 -15.00 N/A 

SAFEX Sunflower seed (R/t) 6293.00 6450.00 6435.00 6110.00 6095.00 

SAFEX Sunflower seed (R/t) change w/w 96.00 90.00 85.00 110.00 -30.00 

Sunflower Calculated Option Prices (R/t)  

Dec-16 Mar-17 May-17 

6,500 276 226 6,480 428 383 6,160 475 425 

6,460 255 245 6,440 407 402 6,120 453 443 

6,420 234 264 6,400 386 421 6,080 432 462 

 

 
  



 

Wool market trends 
 

International  

The Australian wool market prices were slightly 

stronger and closed 0.23% higher at Au1290c/kg at 

the recent auction.  

Bullish factors 
 Good demand at this week’s auction may be an 

encouraging sign for the next auction.  

 The wet spring across the country may affect 

volumes coming onto the market in the 

upcoming weeks. This is as traditional spring 

shearing may be interrupted. 

 The Chinese government requesting the next 

round of uniform orders for institutions such as 

schools, railways etc to be of a better quality may mean higher percentage of wool to be used.  

 

Bearish factors 
 39,000 bales are scheduled for the coming auction, which is higher than last week’s volumes.  

 

Domestic 

The last sale was on the 28th of September 2016, and the next sale is expected to take place on the 5th of October 

2016 whereby about 10183 bales will on offer. The domestic wool market prices were lower at the recent sale to 

close at R145.09 (Clean) which is 1.58% lower than the previous auction price.  

Bullish factors  
 The competition between buyers was strong, which supported demand.  

 

Bearish factors  
 The rand strengthened by 1,6% against the US dollar compared with the average rate at the previous sale. 

 

Outlook 
Internationally, the wet spring across the country may affect volumes coming onto the market in the upcoming 

weeks. Locally, the direction of the currency and supply prospects will continue to influence the strength or 

weakness in market prices.  

 

  



 

Cotton market trends 
 

International 

Cotton prices traded 0.83% lower over the past week 

and closed at US68,03c/lb.  

Bullish factors   
 Improved Chinese import demand in the coming 

season may support prices. This is on the back 

of lower stocks in China following the 

government reserve auctions. 

 

Bearish factors 
 China may next year resume its auction 

programme of stocks as early as March, after 

closing this year at the end of this week. Talks 

that the government plans to sell down its huge 

inventories of fibre are currently weighing down on the market. 

 Clearing weather in the US and forecasted blue skies over cotton growing regions is suggesting a favourable 

time for harvesting 

 Additionally, rains in India are being beneficial to the crop. 

 Cotton yields in Pakistan are expected to be higher this year. The rising cotton prices are encouraging 

farmers to increase inputs. 

 

Domestic 

SA cotton prices traded 3.85% lower to close at R23.47/kg. The decreases in prices were in line with the strength 

in the South African currency over the past week. 

Outlook 
Internationally, continued strength in maize and soybean futures may impact on cotton prices. The weather outlook 

will remain important as clearing weather is supportive to harvesting and the wellbeing of the crop. Locally, the 

exchange rate will continue to affect market prices. The lower crop during this season can keep prices supported. 

 

  



 

Fibres Market Trends  

Week ending 30 September 2016 

Wool prices % 

SA 

prices 

(c/kg) 

% 

Australian 

prices 

(SA c/kg) 

% 

Australian 

Future - Oct 

2016 

(AU$/kg) 

% 

Australian 

Future Dec – 2016 

(AU$/kg) 

Wool market indicator -1.58 14509 -0.28 13372  -  - 

19μ micron 0.75 16016 1.10 15663 1.74       14.65  3.17       14.65  

21μ micron -4.59 14472 -1.10 14367 0.00       13.70  0.74       13.70  

Cotton prices 

 

 SA 

derived 

Cotton  

(R/kg)  

 New York  A-

Index 

(US$/kg)  

 New York 

future Oct-

2016 

(US$/kg)  

 New York future 

Dec-2016 

(US$/kg)  

Cotton Prices -3.58 23.48 -3.29 1.72 -4.52 1.50 -5.55 1.49 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Vegetable market trends 
 

Vegetable Prices: Fresh Produce Market 

(Averages for the Pretoria, Bloemfontein, Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban markets)  
 

Week ending    

30 Sep 2016 

Difference 

in weekly 

prices 

This 

week’s 

Average  

Price (R/t) 

Previous 

week’s 

Average  

Price (R/t) 

Difference 

in weekly 

volumes 

This week’s 

Total  

Volumes (t) 

Previous week’s 

Total  

Volumes (t) 

Cabbages -0.9% 1519 1534 4.2% 1825 1751 

Carrots 15.1% 2378 2066 13.8% 2623 2305 

Onions -1.5% 2903 2948 12.6% 7424 6594 

Potatoes 8.4% 4474 4129 16.0% 16908 14581 

Tomatoes 41.9% 8793 6196 7.8% 4258 3948 
 

 

Vegetable outlook 
Although South Africa experienced one of the worst 

droughts on record during 2016 it is important to 

note that the total sales and export values of 

irrigated vegetable crops, except potatoes, were not 

severely affected by the drought. Due to the price 

increase for staple commodities such as maize and 

the decline in maize production the demand for 

vegetables increase.  This leads to price increases 

for vegetable.  The trade data suggest an increase in 

the value of imports and exports.  It should however 

be noted that the Rand weakened by 29,4% from 

R11.92 to R15.42 in the respective first and second 

quarter of 2015 and 2016. Thus, the increase in the 

value of vegetables exported is mainly attributed to the weakening Rand.  The weakening Rand lead to an 

increase in the demand for vegetable exports such as onions.  Consequently, the product prices on the fresh 

produce markets enjoy underlying support and prices increased because of an increase in demand, stimulated 

by additional vegetable volumes exported.  Water restrictions early in the production season and the possibility 

of high rainfall later in the season will increase price volatility in the vegetable market for the 2016/17 

production season. Tomato prices have increased due to a change in weather conditions, as some growers 

have experienced cold conditions. Some of the producers in the Northern part of the country are experiencing 

production declines. Prices are expected to remain supported in the short term. 

 

  



 

 

Disclaimer:  Although everything has been done to ensure the accuracy of the information, Absa Bank 

takes no responsibility for actions or losses that might occur due to the usage of this information. 
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